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Let R be a ring with involution *. There are papers of Baxter [ 11, 
Erickson [2], Herstein [3-91, Lanski [l&14], Montgomery 1151 and Rowen 
[ 17, 181 concerning additive subgroups A of R with the following basic 
properties : 
There is given a certain additive subgroup L of 
K=K(R):={rERIr*=--rj 
with [L, I’,] c L or a certain additive subgroup L of 
S = S(R) := {r E R 1 r* = r) 
withLo W,cL,sothat [A,L]cAorAoLcA. 
In this paper we drop all further conditions on L and extend the class of 
rings R in question. 
I. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In everything that follows, R will be a ring with involution *. Let 
Z = Z(R) be the centre of R, Z, := Z n S and Z, := Z n K. For an additive 
subgroup A of R let 
I’,:=@-u*IuEA} and W,:={a+a*IaEA}. 
For A c R let IA 1, A, (A) denote the additive subgroup, the subring, the (two 
sided) ideal of R generated by A. For a, b E R and additive subgroups A, B 
of R set 
[a, b] := ub - bu, 
a 0 b := ub + bu, 
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*A := I@’ 1 u E A}(, 
J := (Iv:, v;]), 
J,j := ([24A]), 
R,:={r~Rj2r=O}. 
Given a Lie subring A of K define higher commutators of A as follows: A 
is a higher commutator of A ; if B and C are higher commutators of A, then 
so is [B, C]. We say that A is solvable (weak solvable), if there exists a 
higher commutator B of A, so that B = 0 (‘B c Z). 
Let I be an ideal of R and I* := {a* 1 a E I). If I* = I, we say that I is a 
*-ideal of R and R’ := R/I is a *-homomorphic image of R. For r E R and 
A c R let r’ and A’ be the images of r and A in R’. We give .R’ an involution 
* by (r’)* := (r*)‘. 
If I,Z, # 0 for all nonzero *-ideals I, and I, of R, we say that R is *- 
prime. If R has no *-ideal Z with 0 # I# R, we say that R is *-simple. 
Let R be *-prime. If Z # 0, we can construct the localization 
Q(R) := RZ,’ with extended involution 
(f-C’)* := (r*) s-‘, rER, sEZ,. 
Let R be *-prime. We say that R is trivial (S-trivial), if Z, # 0 and (a), 
(b) or (c) ((a), (b), (c) or (d)) holds: 
(a) Char R # 2 and Q(R) is a tensor product of two quaternion 
algebras Q, and Q2 over the same field, where * on Q(R) extends the usual 
conjugation on Q, and Q2; 
(b) char R = 2, Q(R) is simple, dirnZ(ctR)) Q(R) = 16 and Z c S; 
(c) Q(R) is a direct product of a simple ring and its opposite with 
canonical given involution the exchange involution and Q(R) satisfies S, or 
Q(R) is simple and satisfies S, ; 
(d) char R = 3, Q(R) is simple and satisfies S, and Z c S. 
Remark. Let A be an additive subgroup of R and let Z be a *-ideal of R. 
The conclusions in our theorem are mostly as follows: 
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If R is 2-torsion-free, then 
2InKc V,, 2InSc W,, [4ZnK,K]c[2InK,2K]c[V,,V,]. 
Thus, if R is 2-torsion-free, one can sharpen the conclusions a little in all 
theorems. 
In the following let R be semiprime and let L and A be additive subgroups 
of R. 
II. LET R’ BE ANY *-HOMOMORPHIC, *-PRIME IMAGE OF R, 
LETL~KAND [L,V,]CL,ACSAND [A,L]cA 
We first rework [ 191 to give a sharper version of [ 19, Main Theorem] 
required in this paper, namely, Corollary 2. Some proofs are straightforward, 
but are included for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be *-prime and Z, afield or Z = 0. 
(1) If R satisfies S,, then R is trivial. 
(2) rf char R # 2 and K has a Lie ideal U with U a? Z and ‘U c Z, 
then R is trivial. 
(3) If char R # 2 and JJ, = 0, then L c Z or R is trivial. 
Proof: Part (1) is a consequence of [9, Theorem 1.4.2, p. 39; 19, 
Lemmas 14.(l), (2)]. 
(2) If J = 0, then [K, K] = 0, by [ 19, Lemma 231, thus R satisfies S,, 
by [9, Lemma 5.1.5, p. 1951, hence R is trivial, by (1). 
Let J # 0. Part (2) follows now easily from [ 19, Chap IV] and (1). 
(3) As above, we may suppose that Jf 0. Then JL = 0, thus *L c Z, 
by [ 19, Lemma 2.(3)], hence L c Z or R is trivial by (2). 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be semiprime and let B and L be additive 
subgroups of K, [L, VR] c L and [B, L] c B. 
(1) If [P,Ll,Ll . 1s not weak solvable, then there exists a *-ideal I of 
R, so that I c B, [VI, VR] c B and V, is not weak solvable. 
(2) rf [[B,Ll,Ll is weak solvable, then B’ c Z(R’) or L’ c Z(R’) or 
R’ is trivial. 
Proof: We have (l), by [19, Corollaries 4, 11, 131. 
(2) Since [[B, L], L]’ is weak solvable, we may assume that R’ = R. 
Using localization we may suppose that Z, is a field or Z = 0. By 
Lemma l(l), we may assume that R not satisfies S,. If char R # 2, we get 
the conclusion, by [ 19, Corollary 241 and Lemma l(2). 
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Suppose that char R = 2. By [ 19, Corollary 39, Lemma 14(3); 9, 
Lemma 5.1.5, p. 195, Theorem 1.4.2, p. 391, we may assume that R is 
simple. 
(a) Let Z & S, a E Z\S and b E R. Then a + a* # 0 and 
(a + a*)b = u(b + b”) + (ub* + u*b) E ZK. 
Thus 
(*) R=ZK. 
Since M := [L, [K, K]] is a Lie ideal of [K, K], we get MC Z or 
[K,K]cMcL, by [6, Theorem2.1, p. 271. If McZ, we have 
[L, [R, R]] cZ, by (*), thus L cZ, by [16, Lemma 8, p. 1201. Suppose 
that [K, K] c L. Since [B, [K, K]] is a Lie ideal of [K, K], we get B c Z or 
[K, K] c B, as above, Suppose that [K, K] c B. Then K is solvable, hence R 
is solvable, by (*). Now [ 16, Lemma 7, p. 1201 tells us that [R, R] = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus we may assume that Z c S. 
(b) Suppose that R does not satisfy S, and use [15, p. 3881. Since 
kf := IL IV,, VRll is a Lie ideal of [I’,, VR], we get Mc Z or 
[VR, VR] cMcL. If McZ, then [L, [IV,, I’,], [VR, I’,]]] =O, thus 
L c z. 
Let [ VR, VR] c L. Since [B, [ VR, VR]] is a Lie ideal of [ VR, VR], we get, 
as above, BcZ or [VR, VR] c B. In the second case V, is solvable, a con- 
tradiction. 
Now we may suppose that R satisfies S,. 
(c) Suppose that dim, R = 9. By [ 15, pp. 388-3901 we may assume that 
R is a ring of 3 x 3-matrices over a field and * is the usual matrix transpose. 
Then V, is a simple Lie ring, thus B c Z or L c Z and the proof is finished. 
Before proving Theorem 9 concerning additive subgroups L of K with 
[L, V, [ c L and A of S with [A, L] c A we require a few more technical 
results. 
LEMMA 3. Let R be *-prime, Z, afield or Z = 0 and I a nonzero *-ideal 
ofR. 
(1) Jf- llV,Y WI13 [VI? WI11 is weak solvable, then R is S-trivial. 
(2) Zj’ char R # 2 and V, or [W,, W,] is weak solvable, then R 
satisfies S,. 
ProoJ: (1) The proof of [I99 Lemma 121 shows that 
x := [[VR, WRI, [VP,, WRll is weak solvable. Suppose that R is not S-trivial. 
Then R does not satisfy S,, by Lemma l( 1). 
If char R = 2, then V, c Z, by Corollary 2, thus R satisfies S,, by [9, 
Lemma 5.1.5, p. 195 1, a contradiction. 
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Suppose that char R # 2. Corollary 2 gives us Xc Z. By 19, 
Lemma 51.5, p. 1951, R satisfies S,,. Reference [9; Theorem 1.4.2, p. 391 
tells us that Z # 0. The proof of [ 19, Lemma 141 shows that R is simple. 
If Z,#O, then [VR, W,]cZ, by [11, Lemma 5, p, 911. If ZcS, then 
X= 0, hence [V,, W,] c Z, by [ 11, Theorem 1, p. 871. Thus 
[ W,, [V,, VR]] = 0. By Corollary 2, we get W, c Z or V, c Z. By [9, 
Lemma 5.1.5, p. 1951, R satisfies S,, a contradiction. 
(2) By (1), R is S-trivial. Suppose that R does satisfy S,. Then R is 
simple. By [9, Lemma 4.1.1, p. 1621, we have [K, K] c [S, S] = [ W,, W,]. 
Thus K is weak solvable. 
If K has no Lie ideal U with U d Z and 2U c Z, then K cZ, by [ 19, 
Corollary 241, thus R satisfies S,, by [9, Lemma5.1.5, p. 1951, a con- 
tradiction. 
Let [K, K] # 0 and let K have a Lie ideal U with U d 2 and ‘U c 2. Then 
R satisfies S,, by [ 19, Chap. IV], a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4. Let Z := 8JJ,J. Then Z c E, [Zn K, K] c L + R, and 
[V,,Kl CL. 
ProoJ: By [ 19, Corollary 3(2)], we have Z cz. The proof of [ 19, 
Corollary 3(4)] shows that [z, 2R] n K c L + R,. Finally arguing as in [ 19, 
Corollary 41 we obtain the conclusion. 
LEMMA 5. Let Z be a *-ideal of R with Z c [A, A] nz. Then 
[2znK,2znS]cA+R,and [V,,, W,,]cA. 
proof (1) Let C be an additive subgroup of R and let X be an ideal of 
R. Using the identity 
[c, .** c,, r] = [cl, c2 --- c,r] + [c2 ... c,, rc,] 
for ci E C and r E X we get, by induction, 
[CXI = [C,Xl. 
(2) By (l), we have [z, 2R] c [L, 2R], thus [I, 2R] c [I, 2R 
[L, 2R] = [L, vR + WR] = [L, V,] + [L, W,] CL + S, hence 
[2znS,S]c[z,2R]nKcL+R,. 
IC 
] = (3) Let B := [A, A]. By (1), we have [B, 411 c [B, 411, thus [2Z, 2Z 
[I, 411 c [If, 411 c [B, 4z]= [B, v,, + W,,] = [By v,,l + [B, W2,], hence 
[2znzc,2znS]c[2Z,2Z]nSc[B, W2,]+R2c[A,[A,W2,11+R2 
c [A, [S, 2ZnS]] +R, c[A,L+R,]+R,~[AJI+R~~~+~~~ 
finally [ V4,, W,,] CA. 
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LEMMA 6. Let I, be the *-ideal of R constructed in [ 19, Corollary 41 for 
B := [[A,A], L] and let I, be the *-ideal of R constructed in [ 19, 
Corollary 111 for C := [[A, [L &J, [L, &,I]. Then W, nK 
2z,ns]cA +R,, [h,,, W,,,] CA and Iv,,, W,,] CA. 
Proof. (1) Since [A,A] c V, and B c [A,A], we have B c [A,A] nL 
and [B, L] c B. By [ 19, Corollary 41, we get I, c [B, B] cnc [A,A] nE. 
Lemma 5 tells us that [2I, nK, 21, n S] CA + R, and [I’,,,, W4,,] CA. 
(2) Since [A, [L, V,,]] c VR2, we have CcA n [L, VR2] and 
]c, [L, vR2]] CC By [19, Corollary 111, we get ]I’,,, WI,1 = 
IQ,, &,I c c CA. 
LEMMA 7. Let R be *-prime, char R f 2, Z, be a Jield or Z = 0 and 
[A, A] c Z. Then A c Z or L c Z or R is S-trivial. 
Proof. Let L cf Z and let R not be S-trivial. By Lemma l(3) and 
Lemma 4, we have I := 8JJ,J # 0 and [In K, Z n K] c L. If Z, # 0, an 
argument similar to that of [ 19, Lemma 181 shows that A c Z. 
Suppose that Z c S. Then [A, A] = 0. By [ 11, Theorem 1, p. 87; 9, 
Lemma 1.1.5, p. 61, we get A nIc Z(Z)c Z, thus [A, [V,, VI]] c Z, hence 
IA, [Iv,, v,], [vu v,lll =a N ow Corollary 2 and Lemma 3(2) tells us that 
AcZ. 
LEMMA 8. Use the notations of Lemma 6. Let 
11~411~ K,,lT L,3 ~41,ll and llb~ K,l9 w29 WI 
be weak solvable. Then A’ c Z(R’) or L’ c Z(R’) or R’ is S-trivial. 
Proof. Let J be the set of all *-prime, *-ideals I of R with char R/I # 2 
or R,dI. Then nrp,Z=O. 
Let J, , J,, J, denote the set of all Z E J with (char R/I # 2 and I, d I) or 
(R, c! Z and I, c! I) resp. charR/I # 2 and I, c I resp. R, & I and I, c I. 
Then J=u I<i<jJi* Since n,,, I = 0, there exists a j, 1 < j < 3, so that 
u-hEJj 0’ = 0. 
In the following use localization, if necessary. 
(1) Suppose that j = 1. The proof of [ 19, Lemma 121 shows that 
I[VR, WRI, IV,, w/211- is weak solvable with a common higher commutator 
for all R- = R/Z, Z E J,. Thus [[V,, W,], [ VR, W,]]’ is weak solvable. By 
Lemma 3(l), R’ is S-trivial. 
(2) Suppose thatj = 2 and let D := [[B, B], [B, B]]. By the proof of [ 19, 
Corollary 131, we get *[D, D]- c Z(R-) for all R- =R/I, IE J2, thus 
‘[D, D]’ c Z(R’). Now Corollary 2(2) and Lemma 7 tell us the conclusion. 
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(3) Suppose that j = 3. Let R- = R/Z, Z E J, and E := [[C, C], [C, Cl]. 
By the proof of [ 19, Corollary 131, we get ‘[E, E]- c Z(R-). Corollary 2(2) 
and Lemma 3 (1) tell us that A - c Z(R -) or L c Z(R -) or R - is S-trivial. 
Suppose that R- is S-trivial. Let X := [[A, [L, VR]], [L, V,]] and let 
Y := [[X,X], [X, Xl]. Then R is a PI-ring and the proof of [ 19, Lemma 121 
shows that ‘[Y, Y] - c Z(R-), since ‘[E, El- c Z(R -). 
Thus we may suppose that ‘[Y, Y] c Z(R -) for all R = R/Z, Z E J,, 
hence ‘[Y, Y]’ c Z(R’). As above, we get A’ c Z(R’) or L’ c Z(R’) or R’ is 
S-trivial. 
The following theorem is now an easy consequence of Lemmas 6 and 8. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be semiprime and R’ any *-homomorphic, *-prime 
image of R. Let L be an additive subgroup of K, [L, VR] c L, A an additive 
subgroup of S and [A, L] c A. Then there exists a *-ideal Z of R, so that (a) 
or (b) holds: 
(a) [VI, W,] cA and [[V,, W,], [V,, W,]] is not weak solvable; 
(b) A’ c Z(R’) or L’ c Z(R’) or R’ is S-trivial. 
Remark. Using [ 18, N.B., pp. 2008,2009 ] and the proof of Lemma 5 we 
can replace [V,, W,]cA by [V,, W,] + [W,, VR]cA in Theorem9. 
III. LET R BE Z-TORSION-FREE AND LET R’ BE ANY 
Z-TORSION-FREE, *-HOMOMORPHIC, *-PRIME IMAGE OF R 
In this section we prove five theorems concerning additive subgroups 
LcSwithLo W,cL andAcR with [A,L]cA (Theorem 16), 
LcSwithLo W,cLandAcKwithAoLcA (Theorem 19), 
LcSwithLo W,cLandAcSwithAoLcA(Theorem20), 
LcS with LO W,cL and AcR with A=A and AoLcA 
(Theorem 22), 
L c K with [L, VR] c L and A c R with A 0 L c A (Theorem 24). 
Before proving the theorems we require a few more technical results, 
which are of interest also in several other contexts. 
LEMMA 10. Let X and A be additive subgroups of R, A 0 X =A and 
A o (XoX)cA. Then [[A,X],X] cA and [A, [X,X]] CA. 
Proof: Let r,sEX and aEA. Then [[a, r], s] = a 0 (r 0 s) - 
(aos)orEA,thus [[A,X],X]cA,hence [A,[X,X]]cA. 
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LEMMA 11. Let X be a *-ideal of R and M = M(X) := W, + [ W,, Wx]. 
(1) [M,2X]cM. 
(2) IfA o W,cA, then [B,M] cB for B = B(A,X) :=A + [A, W,]. 
(3) If [A, W,] CA, then [A, M] c A. 
Proof: (1) We have [M, 2X] c [M, V, + WxJ = [M, V,,,] + [M, W,] c M. 
(2) Since W,0 W,c W,, we get [[A, W,], W,] CA and 
[A, [ W,, W,]] CA, by Lemma 10, thus [B, M] c B. 
(3) Trivial. 
LEMMA 12. Let L c S and L o W, c L. Then there exists a *-ideal 
X= I(L) of R, so that following holds: 
W,cL; if [ W,, W,]’ is weak solvable, then L’ = 0 or R’ satisfies S,. 
ProoJ Let X := f,,, 2”Ra4R. Using 2L c 2s c W, and 2L o 2S c 2L 
we have W, c L, by an easy modification of the proof of 19, 
Theorem 2.1.12, p. 711. 
Let [ W,, W,]’ be weak solvable. If X’ = 0, we get L’ = 0, as above by the 
proof of [ 9, Theorem 2.1.12, p. 711. If X’ # 0, then R’ satisfies S, , by 
Lemma 3(2). 
LEMMA 13. Let M be a Lie ideal of R, B an additive subgroup of R and 
(B, M] c B. There exists an ideal I = I(B, M) of R, so that the following 
holds: 
[I,R] cB; if [I, R]’ = 0, then [B, M]’ = 0. 
Proof. This follows by an easy modification of the proof of [7, 
Theorem 3, pp. 566-568, Theorem 5, p. 5701. 
LEMMA 14. Let R be *-prime, M a Lie ideal of R, M* =M, B an 
additive subgroup of R, [B, M] = 0. Then M c Z or B c Z. 
Prooj LetN:=(rERI[r,M]=O}.ThenN*=NisaLieideal anda 
subring of R. By 19, Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571, we have 1:= R [N, N]R c N, thus 
[1,M]=O, hence I=0 or McZ. If I=O, then NcZ, by [7, Lemmal, 
p. 5611. 
LEMMA 15. Let X be an ideal of R, M and B are additive subgroups of 
R, M* = M, [M, X] c M and [B, M] c B. Then there exists an ideal 
I = I(B, M, X) of R, so that the following holds: 
II,R]cB; if I’ is solvable, then X’ = 0 or M’ c Z(R’) or B’ c Z(R’). 
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Proof Let Y = Z(M,X) as in Lemma 13. Since M* = M, we have 
[Y+Y*,R]cM. Let Z=Z(B, [Y+P,R]) as in Lemma13. Then 
[Z,R]cB. 
Let I’ be solvable. Then I’ c Z(R’), by [7, Lemma 1, p. 5611, thus 
[B, [Y + r*, RI]’ = 0, by Lemma 13, hence B’ c Z(R’) or Y’ c Z(R’), by 
Lemma 14. 
Let Y’ c Z(R’). By Lemma 13, we get [M, X]’ = 0, thus M’ c Z(R’) or 
X’ = 0. 
THEOREM 16. Let L be an additive subgroup of S, L o W, c L, A an 
additive subgroup of R and [A, L] c A. Then there exists an ideal 
Z = Z(A, L) of R, so that the following holds: 
[Z,Rl CA; tf Z’ is solvable, then L’ = 0 or A’ c Z(R’) or R’ satisfies S,. 
Proof. Let X = Z(L) as in Lemma 12, M = M(X) as in Lemma 11 and 
Z=Z(A,M, 2X) as in Lemma 15. Then [I, R] CA. 
Let I’ be solvable. Then X’ = 0 or M’ c Z(R’) or A’ cZ(R’), by 
Lemma 15. In the first and second case we have W,, c Z(R’), thus L’ = 0 or 
R’ satisfies S,, by Lemma 12. 
COROLLARY 17. Let L be an additive subgroup of S, L 0 W, c L, A a 
Jordan subring of R and [A, L] c A. Then there exists an ideal Z of R, so 
that the following holds: 
ZcA; tf Z’ is solvable, 
then L’ = 0 or A’ c Z(R’) or R’ satisfies S,. 
Proof: Let X := Z(A, L) as in Theorem 16 and Y:=R[[2X,R], 
[2X,R]]R. Then [X,R]oAcA and [[X,R],A]c[X,R]cA, thus 
[2X,R]AcA and A[2X,R]cA, hence [2X,R]A[W,R]cA, finally 
Z := YAY c A, by 19, Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571. 
Let R’ not satisfy S, and let I’ be solvable. Then I’ c Z(R’), by [7, 
Lemma 1, p. 56 11, thus I’ = 0, hence Y’ = 0. If Y’ = 0 we have the 
conclusion, by Theorem 16. 
LEMMA 18. Let L c S, L o W, c L, A c K and A o L c A. Then there 
exists a *-ideal Y = Z(A, L) of R, so that the following holds: 
[Y~-IK,K] CA; if V,< is weak solvable, 
then L’ = 0 or A’ = 0 or R’ satisfies S,. 
Proof. Let X = Z(L) as in Lemma 12, A4 = M(X) and B = B(A, X) as in 
Lemma 11, Y, = Z(B,M, 2X) as in Lemma 15, Y := Y, + fl. Then 
[Y,R]cB=A+ [A, W,], thus [YnK,K]cA. 
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Let R’ not satisfy S, and let V,, be weak solvable. Then Y’ = 0, by 
Lemma 3(2), thus X’ =O orM’cZ(R’) orA’cB’cZ(R’), by Lemma 15. 
In the first and second cases we get the conclusion by Lemma 12. Let 
A’ c Z(R’). 
(*) From [A’, IV,,] = 0 and A’ 0 W,, E A’ we get W,,,A’ CA’, thus 
WzX,A’ c A’ c Z(R’). By [9, Example 2, p. 59, Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571, we 
have (2X[ WzX, W,,] 2X)’ c W,,,. Thus [ WzX, W,,]’ = 0 or A’ = 0. In the 
first case X’ = 0, by Lemma 3(2), thus L’ = 0, by Lemma 12. 
THEOREM 19. Let L be an additive subgroup of S, L 0 W, c L, A an 
additive subgroup of K and A 0 L c A. Then there exists a “-ideal I of R, so 
that the following holds: 
V,cA; tf V,, is weak solvable, 
then L’ = 0 or A’ = 0 or R’ satisfies S,. 
Proof Let X = I(L) as in Lemma 12, Y = I(A, L) as in Lemma 18 and B 
the smallest additive subgroup of A with [V,, VR] c B and B 0 W, c B. 
Since ]r 0 s, t] = [r, t] 0 s f r 0 [s, t] for all r,s,tER, 
[[V,,VR],K]c[Vy,VR] and [W,,K]cW,,wehave [R,V,lcR. 
Let r, s E X and b E B. Then 2(br + r*b) = b 0 (r + r*) + [b, r - r*] E B, 
thus 4((br + r*b)s + s*(br + r*b)) E B and 4(brs t s*r*b) E B, hence 
4(r*bs + s*br) E B, consequently V,,,, c B c A. 
Let R’ not satisfy S, and V(,,,,,, be weak solvable. Then X’ = 0 or 
B’ = 0, by Lemma 3(2). If X’ = 0, then L’ = 0, by Lemma 12. If B’ = 0, then 
IV,, VR]‘=O, thus L’=O or A’=O, by Lemma 18. 
THEOREM 20. Let L and A be additive subgroups of S, L 0 W, c L and 
A o L c A. Then there exists a *-ideal I = I(A, L) of R, so that the following 
holds :
W,cA; tf [ W,, W,]’ is weak solvable, 
thenA’=OorL’=OorR’satisJesS,. 
Proof. Let X = Z(L) as in Lemma 12. Using Lemma 12 for the ring X 
and the additive subgroup A o W, of S(X) we get a *-ideal Y = Z(A 0 Wx) of 
X, so that W,cA 0 W,. Thus WXY,cA 0 W,cA. 
Let R’ not satisfy S,, Z := XYX and let [ W,, W,]’ be weak solvable. Then 
I’ = 0, by Lemma 3.2, thus X’ = 0 or Y’ = 0. In the first case we get L’ = 0, 
by Lemma 12. 
Let M be a *-ideal of R, so that R’ = R/M, X- := X/Xn M # 0 and 
Y’ = 0. Then X- is a *-homomorphic, *-prime image of X and Y- = 0. By 
Lemma 12, X- satisfies S, or (A 0 W,)- = 0. In the first case X t M/M 
satisfies S,, thus R’ satisfies S, arguing as in [9, p. 2241, a contradiction. 
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Let (A o W,)- = 0. Then (A o IV,)’ = 0. 
Since W, 0 W, c W,, we get [[A, W,], W,]’ = 0, by an easy 
modification of the proof of Lemma 10. Reference [9, Example 2, p. 59, 
Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571 tells us that X[ W,, W,]Xc p,. Thus [W,, W,]’ = 0 
or [A, Wx]’ c Z(R’). In the first case L’ = 0, by Lemma 12. 
Consider the second case. Now for x E W,, we have 2x2 E W,,, thus 
4x[A’, x] c Z(R’). Hence [A, W,]’ = 0, consequently, as above, L’ = 0 or 
A’ c Z(R’). In the second case we go on by (*) in the proof of Lemma 18. 
LEMMA 21. Let R be *-prime, L c S, L 0 W, c L, A a subring of R, 
A~LcAandA~cZ.ThenL=OorA=OorRsatisfiesS,. 
Proof Let R not satisfy S,, X=Z(L) as in Lemma 12 and M:= 
[W,, Wx]. From 
(*) [ab,s]=a(bos)-(aos)bEA* for all a, b E A and s E L 
we get [A2,L]cA2cA and A2 o L c A, hence 2LA2 c A, consequently 
2LA3cA2cZ. Since A3cZ, we get W,cLcZ or A3=0. In the first 
case L = 0, by Lemma 12. 
Suppose that A3 = 0. From A 0 L c A we get (zA)3 = 0. By [ 9, 
Example 2, p. 59, Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571, we have X[ W,, Wx]Xc W, CL. 
Thus [ W,, Wx] = 0 or A = 0. In the first case L = 0, by Lemma 12. 
THEOREM 22. Let L be an additive subgroup of S, L 0 W, c L, A a 
subring of R and A 0 L c A. Then there exists an ideal I of R, so that the 
following holds : 
ZcA; tf I’ is solvable, 
thenA’=OorL’=OorR’satisfiesS,. 
Proof By (*) in the proof of Lemma 21, we get [A*, L] cA2. Let 
Y = I(A2, L) as in Theorem 16. Reference [9, Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571 tells us 
that 
Z:=R[[Y,R],[Y,R]]Rc[cRcA. 
Let I’ be solvable. Then Y’ is solvable, thus L’ = 0 or (A’)’ c Z(R’) or R’ 
satisfies S,, by Theorem 16. 
Let (A2)’ c Z(R’). Then L’ = 0 or A’ = 0 or R’ satisfies S,, by 
Lemma 2 1. 
LEMMA 23. Let X and A be additive subgroups of R, A 0 Xc A and 
A o [X,X] c A. Then [2X, 2X] A[2X, 2X] c A. 
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Proo$ Let r, s E X and a EA. Then 
2[r,s]a=(aos)or-(aor)os+ao [r,s]E.4, 
thus [2X, 2X]A c A and analogously A [2X, 2X] c A. Now the conclusion is 
an easy consequence. 
THEOREM 24. Let L be an additive subgroup of K, (L, VR] c L, A an 
additive subgroup of R and A o L c A. Then there exists an ideal I of R, so 
that the following holds : 
ZcA; if I’ is solvable, 
then A’ = 0 or L’ c Z(R’) or R’ is trivial. 
Proof. Let A4 := [2[L, VR], 2[L, VR]]. By [19, Corollary 3(2)], we have 
WJ,,,, c I%?, thus I := 2.JJ,,,A2JJM c A, by Lemma 23. 
Let R’ not be trivial and I’ be solvable. Then I’ c Z(R’), by (7, Lemma 1, 
p.5611, thusZ’=O, hence JJ,,,=OorA’=O. 
Let JJ,,, = 0. Then M’ c Z(R’), by Lemma l(3), thus L’ c Z(R’) or 
V,, c Z(R’), by Corollary 2(2). In the second case we have a contradiction, 
by Lemma 3(2). 
IV. LET R BE PRIME AND char Rf2 
Now we consider additive subgroups L c K with [L, VR] c L and Lie 
subrings A of R with [A, L] c A (Theorem 28). The example at the end of 
this paper shows that one cannot generalize Theorem 28 to *-prime rings. 
Since 2(A nA*) c (A n K) + (A n S), in view of Corollary 2 and 
Theorem 9, the problem is to cancel the situation “A nA* c Z.” This is 
done in the next three lemmas. 
Remark. Using localization RZ; ‘, if Z # 0, we may suppose that Z, is a 
field or Z = 0. 
LEMMA 25. Let L c K, [L, VR] c L, A a Lie subring of R, [A, L] c A 
and A nA* c Z. Then 
[[A,L], [A,L]*]cAnA*cZ, 
[RL] cB and [B,B*] =0 for B := [[A, L], [A, L]]. 
Proof Let a, b E A and k, 1 E L. Then 
[[a, k], [b*, I]] = [[a, k], [b* - 6, I]] + [[a, k], [b, 111 E A, 
thus by symmetry [[A, L], [A*, L]] c A nA* c Z, hence [B, [A*, L]] = 0, 
finally [B, B*] = 0. 
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LEMMA 26. Let L c K with [L, VR] c L and let B be an additive 
subgroupofR with [B,L]cBand [B,B*]=O. ThenLcZorBcZorR 
is S-trivial. 
Proof: Let L Q? Z, let R not be S-trivial and let Z := 8JJ,J. Then Z # 0, 
by Lemma l(3), Z is not S-trivial and M := [Zn K,Z n K] c L, by Lemma 4. 
Reworking [ 11, Theorem 2, p. 90, Lemma 4, p. 911 using Corollary 2 and 
Lemma 7, we can replace “R satisfies SB” by “R is S-trivial.” By [ 11, 
Lemma 4, p. 9 1; 9, Lemma 1.1.5, p. 61, we have B n Z c Z(Z) c Z, thus 
[B, M] c B n Zc Z, hence [B, [M, M]] = 0. By Corollary 2 and 
Lemma 3(2), we get B c Z. 
LEMMA 27. Let L c K with [L, VR] c L and let A be a Lie subring of R 
with [A,L]cA andAnA*cZ. Then LcZ,AcZorR is S-trivial. 
Proof: Let L d Z, let R not be S-trivial and let D := (A + A*) n K and 
E:=(A+A*)nS. By Lemmas25 and 26, we have [[A+A*,L], 
[A +A*,L]]cZ. 
From [[D, L], [D, L]] CZ we get D c Z, by Corollary 2. From 
[ELI, [JCL11 cz we get [E, L] c Z, by Lemma 7, thus [E, [L, L]] = 0, 
hence E c Z, by Corollary 2. Now 2.4 c D + E c Z, finally A c Z. 
THEOREM 28. Let L be an additive subgroup of K with [L, V,] c L and 
let A be a Lie subring of R with [A, L] c A. Then there exists a *-ideal Z of 
R, so that the following holds: 
[V,, V,] CA; if V, is weak solvable, 
then L c Z(R) or A c Z(R) or R is S-trivial. 
Proof. Let L d Z(R), let R not be S-trivial and let D := A f7 K, 
E:=AnS andFE (D, [E,E]}. 
Let Z be as in Corollary 2 for F. Then the following holds: 
[V,, V,l CA; if V, is weak solvable, then F cZ(R). 
Thus we may suppose that D c Z(R) and (E, E] c Z(R). Then E c Z(R), 
by Lemma 7, thus 2(A nA*)c D + E cZ(R), hence A cZ(R), by 
Lemma 27. 
V. LET R BE *-PRIME AND char Rf2 
Now we generalize a theorem of Herstein [9, p. 1611, which is required in 
the next section. 
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Remark. Using [ 171, we can replace prime by *-prime in [9, Coroll~y, 
p. 231, if a E S, and simple by *-simple in [9, Theorem 4.1.4, p. 160, 
Theorem 4.1.7, p. 1631. 
LEMMA 29. Let R have a nonzero *-ideal X, so that Xn Z = 0. Let 
O#LcS,Lo W,cL,O#AcR,AoLcAandAnK=O=AnS. 
(1) Let B := (s E S 1 there exists s’E K, so that s + SE A}. Then there 
exists a *-ideal Y of R, so that W, c B r7 L, [ W,, W,] is not weak solvable 
and YnZ=O. 
(2) Let a, b E W,. Then &b = a& 
(3) Let C := C(R) be the extended centroid of R. We can extend the 
involution * on R to an involution * on the central closure RC of R. 
Let a E W,. There exists c, E C(R) n K(RC), so that ti = c,a. 
(4) Let OfaE W,. There exists a *-ideal I of R, so that 
(1 + c,) W, c A and [ W,, W,] is not weak solvable. 
Proof: By [9, Corollary, p. 401, R does not satisfy S,. 
(1) We have B o L c B. Let X, := Z(L) as in Lemma 12, X, := I(B, L) 
asinTheorem20andY:=XnX,nX,.Then W,cBnLandYnZ=O. 
If [ W,, W,] is weak solvable, then Y = 0, by Lemma 3(2), thus X, = 0 or 
X, = 0, a contradiction, by Lemma 12 or Theorem 20. 
(2) We have a o b E W, and a’0 b = a3 = a 0 6, thus [[a, 61, b] = 
a o (a’ o b) - 6 o (a o b) = a o (ax) + a o (aT) = 0, hence [[a, 61, 
[ W,, W,] ] = 0, consequently [a, c] E Z n Y = 0, by Lemma 3(2) and [ 19, 
Lemma 15(l)]. Now a% = a o a’= 2ad, thus linearizing a” 0 b = 
a- = ab+ b& hence a’b = aE 
(3) By [ 171 we have the extended involution. Let a, b, d E W, and 
s E @,,. Then tidb = adb = ad6, thus continuing we get tisb = as& By [9, 
Example 2, p. 59, Theorem 2.1.2, p. 571, we have a nonzero *‘-ideal Y, of R, 
so that Y, c WY, thus &a = at-6 for all r E Y,. By an easy modification of 
19, Corollary, p. 231, we get the conclusion. 
(4) For D:= (bE W,Ib=cQb} we have aED and Do W,cD. By 
Theorem 20, there exists a *-ideal I of R, so that W, c D and [ W,, W,] is 
not weak solvable, hence (1 + c,) W, c A. 
THEOREM 30. Let R not satisfy S,, L be a nonzero additive subgroup of 
S, L o W,, c L, A a nonzero additive subgroup of R, A 0 L c A and 
AnK=O=AnS. Then there exists a *-ideal I of R and 
cEC(R)nK(RC), so that (1 +c) W,cA and [W,, Wt] is not weak 
solvable. 
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ProoJ: By Lemma 29(4), we may suppose that Z # 0 and RZ; ’ is *- 
simple. By Lemma 12, we have LZ; r = SZ; I. The proof of 19, 
Theorem 4.1.4, p. 160, Theorem 4.1.7, p. 1631 tells us AZ;’ = (1 + c) SZ;’ 
with c E Z,(RZ;‘), thus A c (1 + c)S with c E C(R)nK(RC). By an easy 
modification of Lemma 29(l), there exists a *-ideal I of R, so that 
(1 + c) W, c A and [ W,, W,] is not weak solvable. 
VI. LET R BE PRIME AND char R f 2 
We now consider additive subgroups L c S with L 0 W, c L and Lie 
subrings resp. Jordan subrings A of R with A 0 L c A (Theorem 3 1 and 
Theorem 32). The example at the end of this paper shows again that one 
cannot generalize Theorems 31 and 32 to *-prime rings. 
THEOREM 3 1. Let L be an additive subgroup of S, L o W, c L, A a Lie 
subring of R, A o L c A. Then there exists a *-ideal I of R, so that the 
following holds: 
V,cA; if V, is weak solvable, 
then L = 0 or A = 0 or R satisfies S,. 
ProoJ Let R not satisfy S,, LfO and AfO, E:=AnK and 
F := A I? S. By Theorem 19, we may suppose that E = 0, thus 
[F,F]cE=O. By Theorem20, we get F=O, thus 2(AnA*)cE+F=O, 
hence A nA* = 0. 
Let X = Z(L) as in Lemma 12. Since W, 0 W, c W,, we have 
[A, [W,, Wx]] c A, by Lemma 10, thus 
[[A, [W,, Wx]], [A*, [Wx, Wx]]] CA nA* =O, 
analogous to Lemma 25. 
Let I and c E C(R) n K(RC) as in Theorem 30. Then (1 + c) W, c A, thus 
(l+c)‘[W,, W,]cA and (I-c)~[W,, W,]cA*. 
Let Y := XIX. Then Y # 0 and [WY, W,] is weak solvable, thus R 
satisfies S,, by Lemma 3(2), a contradiction. 
THEOREM 32. Let L be an additive subgroup of S, L 0 W, c L, A a 
Jordan subring of R, A 0 L c A. Then there exists a *-ideal I of R, so that 
the following holds : 
W,cA; if [ W,, W,]’ is weak solvable, 
thenL’=OorA’=OorR’satisfiesS,. 
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Proof: Let R not satisfy S,, L#O and AfO, E:=AnK and 
F := A n S. By Theorem 20, we may suppose that F = 0, thus 
E o E c F = 0, hence [[E, E], E] = 0 analogous to Lemma 10. By 
Theorem 19, we get E=O, thus 2(AnA*)cE+F=O. 
Let I and c as in Theorem30. Then (1 +c) W,cA, thus (1 -c) W,cA*. 
Let a, b E A and s, t E L. Then (a o s) o (b* o t) = (a o s) o ((b* + b) o t) - 
(aos)o(bot)EA,thusbysymmetry(AoL)o(A*oL)cAnA*=O.Let 
X=1(L) as in Lemma 12 and Y := XIX. Then Y#O and 
( W, o W,) o ( W, o W,) = 0. Let I, := Z( W, o W,, W,) as in Theorem 20. 
Then W, o W, = 0 or I, # 0 and W,, 0 W,, = 0. Analogous to Lemma 10 we 
get IlW,, W,], WY1 =O or I, # 0 and [[ W,l, W,,], W,,] = 0. Thus R 
satisfies S,, by Lemma 3(2), a contradiction. 
The following example, whose details are easy to verify, shows that the 
Theorems 28, 31 and 32 cannot be generalized to *-prime rings. 
EXAMPLE. Let A be any noncommutative prime ring with opposite ring 
AoP, R := A x AoP and * the exchange involution. Then A is an ideal of R. If 
I is a *-ideal of R and [V,, V,]cA or V,cA or W,cA, then Z=O. 
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